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About This Game

A game based on a well-known puzzle game, but with a gameplay changed to the core. Now the field of mines is a hexagonal
cell, which makes sweeping mines more complex and u 5d3b920ae0
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Its minesweeper, if you liked minesweeper you'll like this! (music is awful though). Mine sweeper with hexagonal cells. You
have two play mode: Compaign and quick mode. In compaign mode you need money to unlock harder boards that gives you
more money and exp. points. Seems fine, but is not. Finishing a "free" level give you 10$ so you need to grind money by
finishing the same levels again and again, and after investing you earned money, you just hit a mine in the first move.. I have no
idea how to play this game.. I'm a very big fan of sapper, and I liked this game. The non-standard approach introduces novelty,
though the very implementation with hexagons came out rather mediocre. It is rather independent of the usual sapper. So go,
take it.. I have no idea how to play this game.. Quite an interesting puzzle. In it, we need to clear the field of mines. You should
rely on tips written on the ground, although often your own intuition will be useful. There are two modes in the game - a
company and a fast game. There are also many achievements in the game.
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